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Abstract:
Legion and Globus are pioneering grid technologies. Several of the aims and goals
of both projects are similar, yet their underlying architectures and philosophies differ
substantially. The scope of both projects is the creation of world-wide grids; in that
respect, they subsume several distributed systems technologies. However, Legion has
been designed as a virtual operating system for distributed resources with OS-like
support for current and expected future interactions between resources, whereas Globus
has long been designed as a "sum of services" infrastructure, in which tools are
developed independently in response to current needs of users. We compare and
contrast Legion and Globus in terms of their underlying philosophy and the resulting
architectures. We discuss how these projects converge in the context of new grid
standards being formulated.
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Introduction

Grids are collections of interconnected resources harnessed together in order to
satisfy various needs of users. The resources may be administered by different
organizations and may be distributed, heterogeneous and fault-prone. The manner in
which users interact with these resources as well as the usage policies for those
resources may vary widely. A grid infrastructure must manage this complexity so that
users can interact with resources as easily and smoothly as possible.
Our definition, and indeed a popular definition, is: A grid system is a collection of
distributed resources connected by a network. A grid system, also called a grid, gathers
resources – desktop and hand-held hosts, devices with embedded processing resources
such as digital cameras and phones or tera-scale supercomputers – and makes them
accessible to users and applications in order to reduce overhead and accelerate
projects. A grid application can be defined as an application that operates in a grid
environment or is "on" a grid system. Grid system software (or middleware), is software
that facilitates writing grid applications and manages the underlying grid infrastructure.
The resources in a grid typically share at least some of the following characteristics:
 They are numerous.
 They are owned and managed by different, potentially mutually-distrustful
organizations and individuals.
 They are potentially faulty.
 They have different security requirements and policies.
 They are heterogeneous, e.g., they have different CPU architectures, run
different operating systems, and have different amounts of memory and disk.
 They are connected by heterogeneous, multi-level networks.
 They have different resource management policies.
 They are likely to be geographically-separated (on a campus, in an
enterprise, on a continent).
The above definitions of a grid and a grid infrastructure are necessarily general.
What constitutes a "resource" is a deep question, and the actions performed by a user
on a resource can vary widely. For example, a traditional definition of a resource has
been "machine", or more specifically "CPU cycles on a machine". The actions users
perform on such a resource can be "running a job", "checking availability in terms of
load", and so on. These definitions and actions are legitimate, but limiting. Today,
resources can be as diverse as "biotechnology application", "stock market database"
and "wide-angle telescope", with actions being "run if license is available", "join with user
profiles" and "procure data from specified sector" respectively. A grid can encompass all
such resources and user actions. Therefore, a grid infrastructure must be designed to
accommodate these varieties of resources and actions without compromising on some
basic principles such as ease of use, security, autonomy, etc.
A grid enables users to collaborate securely by sharing processing, applications and
data across systems with the above characteristics in order to facilitate collaboration,
faster application execution and easier access to data. More concretely, this means
being able to:
 Find and share data. Access to remote data should be as simple as access to
local data. Incidental system boundaries should be invisible to users who
have been granted legitimate access.
 Find and share applications. Many development, engineering and research
efforts consist of custom applications – permanent or experimental, new or
legacy, public-domain or proprietary – each with its own requirements. Users
should be able to share applications with their own data sets.
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Find and share computing resources. Providers should be able to grant
access to their computing cycles to users who need them without
compromising the rest of the network.
In this paper, we will compare two pioneering grid technologies – Legion and Globus.
As members of the Legion project, we naturally have a deeper understanding of Legion
as compared to Globus. However, we have attempted to present a careful, balanced and
symmetric comparison of the two projects from the literature we have found. To this end,
we have avoided going into deep details of Legion in order to maintain parity with our
understanding of Globus. In Section 2, we motivate the comparison between Legion and
Globus as opposed to other technologies. Under the broad definition of a grid given so
far, we will show that these two remain, at the time of this writing, the only technologies
that attempt to build a complete grid. In Section 3, we enumerate a set of requirements
for grids, and then describe how each project addresses each requirement, noting the
relative importance of each requirement to each project. We also describe the design
principles of each project. In this section as well as in the rest of this paper, we attempt
to offer a constructive, informative differentiation to the community without criticizing the
work of the Globus Toolkit. Despite the differences between Legion and Globus, we
respect the approach and successes of the Globus project and are currently working
together on the community-defined Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA, see
Section 6). The specifics of each architecture are contained in Section 4. When referring
to their philosophy and architecture, we will refer to the two projects as “Legion” and
“Globus” respectively, but if referring to their implementation, we will refer to them as
"Legion 1.8" and "Globus 2.0" respectively, the numbers denoting the latest versions
available at the time of writing. Specifically, when referring to Globus, we will discuss
version 2 of the toolkit (GT2), not version 3 (GT3). At the time of this writing, GT3 has
not been specified fully. In Section 5, we will present the current status of both projects,
touching on commercial as well as academic deployments. In Section 6, we will discuss
both projects in the context of upcoming standards, specifically the Open Grid Services
Architecture (OGSA), being formulated by the Global Grid Forum (GGF). We summarize
this comparison in Section 7. We encourage readers to peruse through the many Legion
and Globus papers listed in the bibliography.
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Background and Related Work

Over the years, there have been many definitions of what constitutes a grid. Below,
we present a small list of the more visible definitions:
Users will be presented the illusion of a single, very powerful computer, rather
than a collection of disparate machines. [...] Further, boundaries between computers will
be invisible, as will the location of data and the failure of processors.
- Grimshaw [7]
We believe that the future of parallel computing lies in heterogeneous
environments in which diverse networks and communication protocols interconnect PCs,
workstations, small shared-memory machines, and large-scale parallel computers.
- Foster, Kesselman, Tuecke [42]
A computational grid is a hardware and software infrastructure that provides
dependable, consistent, pervasive, and inexpensive access to high-end computational
capabilities.
- Foster, Kesselman [49]
... a Grid is a system that: (i) coordinates resources that are not subject to
centralized control... (ii) using standard, open, general-purpose protocols and
interfaces... (iii) to deliver nontrivial qualities of service...
- Foster [52]
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A Grid is a hardware and software infrastructure that provides dependable,
consistent, and pervasive access to resources to enable sharing of computational
resources, utility computing, autonomic computing, collaboration among virtual
organizations, and distributed data processing, among others.
- Gentzsch [65]
... the overall grid vision [is] flexible access to compute, data, and unique network
resources by providing flexible access and sharing of desktop PC resources.
- Chien [62]
A Grid system is a collection of distributed resources connected by a network. ...
Grid system software (or middleware), is software that facilitates writing Grid applications
and manages the underlying Grid infrastructure.
- Grimshaw et al. [14]
With time, the definitions have become more and more general in order to
encompass the wide capabilities we now expect from a grid. There is a clear tendency in
the definitions towards a more general definition of what constitutes a "resource" in a
grid and what actions may be performed on those resources. Moreover, several of the
definitions present (and argue for or against) general characteristics of a grid. Evaluating
currently-available commercial and academic technologies against the characteristics
mentioned in these and other definitions is a valuable survey exercise; however, we will
not undertake it here. Instead, we will compare Legion and Globus alone.
From the start, a common goal of both Legion and Globus was to build grids that
would span administrative domains. This goal is a key differentiator between these
projects and other distributed systems. For example, queuing systems such as NQS
[68], PBS [61], LSF [74] [75], LoadLeveler [58], Codine [63] and SGE [63] were not
designed initially to operate across administrative domains or even multiple clusters
within a single domain. Although some of these queuing systems – LSF and SGE in
particular – have adapted to multi-cluster configurations, their underlying design does
not address grid goals. Likewise, systems such as PVM [64], MPI [66], NOW [60], DCE
[70] and Mentat [5] [8] [10], were intended to enable writing parallel or distributed
programs, but did not have any support for concerns such as wide-area security,
multiple administrative domains, fault-tolerance, etc. Some academic projects, such as
Condor [69], Nimrod [59] and PUNCH [67] were designed in much the same manner as
Legion and Globus. However, these projects did not encompass a diversity of resources
and actions as Legion and Globus did. For example, Condor provided support for
location-independent running of a specific class of resources, namely, applications;
Nimrod provided fault-tolerance and monitoring of a specific class of resources, namely,
parameter-space applications; and PUNCH provided location-independent access to a
specific class of resources, namely data files.
The Globe project [73] shares many common goals and attributes with Legion. Both
are middleware metasystems that run on top of existing host operating systems and
networks, both support implementation flexibility, both have a single uniform object
model and architecture, both use class objects to abstract implementation details, and
so on. However, Globe's object model is different. A Globe object is passive and is
assumed to be distributed physically potentially over many resources in the system,
whereas a Legion object is active and expected to reside within a single address space.
These conflicting views of objects lead to different mechanisms for inter-object
communication. Globe loads part of the object (called a local object) into the address
space of the caller whereas Legion sends a message of a specified format from the
caller to the callee. Another important difference is the notion of core object types.
Legion's core objects are designed to have interfaces that provide useful abstractions
that enable a wide variety of implementations. We are not aware of similar efforts in
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Globe. We believe that the design and development of the core object types define the
architecture of Legion, and ultimately determine its utility and success. Legion is
designed to look like an OS for grids, whereas Globe is designed to look more like an
application environment. On the other hand, Globe differs much more from Globus
because Globus does not have an underlying object model.
Although not intended for grid computing, the Common Object Request Broker
Architecture (CORBA) standard developed by the Object Management Group (OMG)
[71] shares a number of elements with the Legion architecture. Similar to Legion’s idea
of many possible object implementations that share a common interface, CORBA
systems support the notion of describing the interfaces to active, distributed objects
using an Interface Description Language (IDL), and then linking the IDL to
implementation code that might be written in any of a number of supported languages.
Compiled object implementations rely on the services of an Object Request Broker
(ORB), analogous to the Legion run-time system, for performing remote method
invocations. Despite these similarities, the different goals of the two systems result in
different features. Whereas CORBA is more commonly used for business applications,
such as providing remote database access from clients, Legion is intended for executing
high-performance applications as well. This difference in vision manifests itself at all
levels in the two systems – from basic object model up to the high-level services
provided. For example, where CORBA provides a simple RPC-based (remote procedure
call) method execution model suited to client-server style applications, Legion provides
coarse-grained dataflow method execution model, called a macro-dataflow1 model,
suitable for highly-concurrent grid applications.
Finally, several commercial projects such as Entropia, United Devices, and Parabon
attempted and continue to attempt building large grids. However, unlike Legion and
Globus, several of these projects impose restrictions such as inability to run on a wide
range of platforms, or code conversion of applications to one language or another. Such
restrictions violate several of the grid principles to which both Legion and Globus adhere.

3

Requirements and Design Principles

Legion and Globus share a common base of target environments, technical
objectives, and target end users, as well as a number of similar design features. Both
systems abstract access to processing resources: Legion via an interface called the
“host object”2, and Globus via a service called the Globus Resource Allocation Manager
(GRAM) interface [38]. Both systems also support applications developed using a range
of programming models, including popular packages such as MPI. Despite these
similarities, the systems differ significantly in their basic architectural techniques and
design principles. Legion builds higher-level system functionality on top of a single
unified object model3 and set of abstractions to insulate the user/programmer from the
1

Macro-dataflow [8] [24] [30] is a data-driven computation model based on dataflow, in which programs
and sub-programs are represented by directed graphs. Graph nodes are either method calls (procedure
calls) or sub-graphs. A node “fires” when data is available on all input arcs. In Legion, graphs are first-class
and can be passed as parameters and manipulated directly [30]. Macro-dataflow lends itself to flexible
communications between objects. For example, the model permits asynchronous calls, calls to methods
where parameters may come in from yet other objects, and dispersal of results to multiple recipients.
2
A Legion object runs in, or is contained, in a host object when it is executing. Thus, a host object is
essentially a virtualization of what would now be called a hosting environment, as in J2EE. The host object
interface [18] includes methods for metadata collection, object instantiation, killing and suspending object
execution, etc.
3
The fact that Legion is object-based does not preclude the use of non-object-oriented languages or
non-object-oriented implementations of objects. In fact, Legion supports objects written in traditional
procedural languages such as C and Fortran [4] as well as object-oriented languages such as C++, Java,
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underlying complexity of the grid. The Globus implementation is based on the
combination of working components into a composite grid toolkit that fully expose the
grid to the programmer.
The Globus approach of adding value to existing high-performance computing
services, enabling them to interoperate and work well in a wide-area distributed
environment, has a number of advantages. For example, this approach takes advantage
of code reuse, and builds on user knowledge of familiar tools and work environments.
However, a challenge with this sum-of-services approach is that as the number of
services grows in such a system, the lack of a common programming interface to Globus
components and the lack of a unifying model of their interaction can make ease-of-use
difficult. Typically, end-users must compensate for the system by providing their own
mechanisms for service interoperability. By providing a common object programming
model for all services, Legion enhances the ability of users and tool-builders to use a
grid computing environment effectively by employing the many services that are needed:
schedulers, I/O services, applications, etc. Furthermore, by defining a common object
model for all applications and services, Legion permits a more direct combination of
services. For example, traditional system-level agents such as schedulers as well as
normal application processes are both normal Legion objects exporting the standard
object-mandatory interface. We believe in the long-term advantages of basing a grid
computing system on a cohesive, comprehensive and extensible design.
In this section, we contrast the Legion philosophy and architecture with our belief and
understanding of the Globus philosophy and architecture. We start in Section 3.1 with
the high-level requirements that we identified and targeted in the design of Legion. Next,
we enumerate the design principles of the architecture and implementation that guided
the development of Legion. In Section 3.2, we describe the Globus philosophy and
architecture. While we believe that the Legion team and the Globus team agree largely
on the requirements, the differences lie in the emphasis or approach each project places
on each requirement. Therefore, in this section we present the same requirements list as
in Section 3.1, but augmented with a discussion of each requirement in the context of
Globus. Next, we enumerate a set of design principles that we believe guided the
development of Globus. Whereas the requirements lists in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2
are identical, the design principles differ because of key differences in architectural
approach. While we have attempted to differentiate the discussion of each requirement
from its implementation (discussed in more detail in Section 4), we have found it
necessary at times in this section to provide some implementation details to clarify the
discussion.
3.1

Legion
Clearly, the minimum capability needed to develop grid applications is the ability to
transmit bits from one machine to another – all else can be built from that. However,
several challenges frequently confront a developer constructing applications for a grid.
These challenges lead us to a number of requirements that any complete grid system
must address. The designers of Legion believed and continue to believe that all of these
requirements must be addressed by the grid infrastructure in order to reduce the burden
on the application developer. If the system does not address these issues, then the
programmer must – forcing programmers to spend valuable time on basic grid functions,
thus needlessly increasing development time and costs. These requirements are highlevel and independent of implementation. They are:
and Mentat Programming Language (MPL, a C++ dialect with extensions to support parallel and distributed
computing) [10].
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Security. Security covers a gamut of issues, including authentication, data integrity,
authorization (access control) and auditing. If grids are to be accepted by corporate
and government IT departments, a wide range of security concerns must be
addressed. Security mechanisms must be integral to applications and capable of
supporting diverse policies. Furthermore, we believe that security must be built in
firmly from the beginning. Trying to patch security in as an afterthought (as some
systems are attempting today) is a fundamentally flawed approach. We also believe
that no single security policy is perfect for all users and organizations. Therefore, a
grid system must have mechanisms that allow users and resource owners to select
policies that fit particular security and performance needs, as well as meet local
administrative requirements.
Global name space. The lack of a global name space for accessing data and
resources is one of the most significant obstacles to wide-area distributed and
parallel processing. The current multitude of disjoint name spaces greatly impedes
developing applications that span sites. All grid objects must be able to access
(subject to security constraints) any other grid object transparently without regard to
location or replication.
Fault tolerance. Failure in large-scale grid systems is and will be a fact of life.
Machines, networks, disks and applications frequently fail, restart, disappear and
behave otherwise unexpectedly. Forcing the programmer to predict and handle all of
these failures significantly increases the difficulty of writing reliable applications.
Fault-tolerant computing is known to be a very difficult problem. Nonetheless, it must
be addressed or else businesses and researchers will not entrust their data to grid
computing.
Accommodating heterogeneity. A grid system must support interoperability
between heterogeneous hardware and software platforms. Ideally, a running
application should be able to migrate from platform to platform if necessary. At a
bare minimum, components running on different platforms must be able to
communicate transparently.
Binary management and application provisioning. The underlying system should
keep track of executables and libraries, knowing which ones are current, which ones
are used with which persistent states, where they have been installed and where
upgrades should be installed. These tasks reduce the burden on the programmer.
Multi-language support. Diverse languages will always be used and legacy
applications will need support.
Scalability. There are over 400 million computers in the world today and over 100
million network-attached devices (including computers). Scalability is clearly a critical
necessity. Any architecture relying on centralized resources is doomed to failure. A
successful grid architecture must adhere strictly to the distributed systems principle:
the service demanded of any given component must be independent of the number
of components in the system. In other words, the service load on any given
component must not increase as the number of components increases.
Persistence. I/O and the ability to read and write persistent data are critical in order
to communicate between applications and to save data. However, the current
files/file libraries paradigm should be supported, since it is familiar to programmers.
Extensibility. Grid systems must be flexible enough to satisfy current user demands
and unanticipated future needs. Therefore, we feel that mechanism and policy must
be realized by replaceable and extensible components, including (and especially)
core system components. This model facilitates development of improved
implementations that provide value-added services or site-specific policies while
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enabling the system to adapt over time to a changing hardware and user
environment.
Site autonomy. Grid systems will be composed of resources owned by many
organizations, each of which desires to retain control over its own resources. The
owner of a resource must be able to limit or deny use by particular users, specify
when it can be used, etc. Sites must also be able to choose or rewrite an
implementation of each Legion component as best suits their needs. If a given site
trusts the security mechanisms of a particular implementation it should be able to
use that implementation.
Complexity management. Finally, but importantly, complexity management is one
of the biggest challenges in large-scale grid systems. In the absence of system
support, the application programmer is faced with a confusing array of decisions.
Complexity exists in multiple dimensions: heterogeneity in policies for resource
usage and security, a range of different failure modes and different availability
requirements, disjoint namespaces and identity spaces, and the sheer number of
components. For example, professionals who are not IT experts should not have to
remember the details of five or six different file systems and directory hierarchies (not
to mention multiple user names and passwords) in order to access the files they use
on a regular basis. Thus, providing the programmer and system administrator with
clean abstractions is critical to reducing their cognitive burden.

To address these basic grid requirements we developed the Legion architecture and
implemented an instance of that architecture, the Legion run-time system [17] [18] [25].
The architecture and implementation were guided by the following design principles that
were applied at every level throughout the system:
• Provide a single-system view. With today’s operating systems we can maintain the
illusion that our local area network is a single computing resource. But once we
move beyond the local network or cluster to a geographically-dispersed group of
sites, perhaps consisting of several different types of platforms, the illusion breaks
down. Researchers, engineers and product development specialists (most of whom
do not want to be experts in computer technology) are forced to request access
through the appropriate gatekeepers, manage multiple passwords, remember
multiple protocols for interaction, keep track of where everything is located, and be
aware of specific platform-dependent limitations (e.g., this file is too big to copy or to
transfer to that system; that application runs only on a certain type of computer, etc.).
Re-creating the illusion of single computing resource for heterogeneous, distributed
resources reduces the complexity of the overall system and provides a single
namespace.
• Provide transparency as a means of hiding detail. Grid systems should support
the traditional distributed system transparencies: access, location, heterogeneity,
failure, migration, replication, scaling, concurrency and behavior. For example, users
and programmers should not have to know where an object is located in order to use
it (access, location and migration transparency), nor should they need to know that a
component across the country failed – they want the system to recover automatically
and complete the desired task (failure transparency). This behavior is the traditional
way to mask details of the underlying system.
• Provide flexible semantics. Our overall objective was a grid architecture that is
suitable to as many users and purposes as possible. A rigid system design in which
policies are limited, trade-off decisions are pre-selected, or all semantics are predetermined and hard-coded would not achieve this goal. Indeed, if we dictated a
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single system-wide solution to almost any of the technical objectives outlined above,
we would preclude large classes of potential users and uses. Therefore, Legion
allows users and programmers as much flexibility as possible in their applications’
semantics, resisting the temptation to dictate solutions. Whenever possible, users
can select both the kind and the level of functionality and choose their own trade-offs
between function and cost. This philosophy is manifested in the system architecture.
The Legion object model specifies the functionality but not the implementation of the
system’s core objects; the core system therefore consists of extensible, replaceable
components. Legion provides default implementations of the core objects, although
users are not obligated to use them. Instead, we encourage users to select or
construct object implementations that answer their specific needs.
Reduce user effort. In general, there are four classes of grid users who are trying to
accomplish some mission with the available resources: end-users of applications,
applications developers, system administrators and managers. We believe that users
want to focus on their jobs, e.g., their applications, and not on the underlying grid
plumbing and infrastructure. Thus, for example, to run an application a user may type
legion_run my_application my_data
at the command shell. The grid should then take care of messy details such as
finding an appropriate host on which to execute the application, moving data and
executables around, etc. Of course, the user may optionally be aware and specify or
override certain behaviors, for example, specify an OS on which to run the job, or
name a specific machine or set of machines, or even replace the default scheduler.
Reduce “activation energy”. One of the typical problems in technology adoption is
getting users to use it. If it is difficult to shift to a new technology then users will tend
not to take the effort to try it unless their need is immediate and extremely
compelling. This is not a problem unique to grids – it is human nature. Therefore, one
of our most important goals was to make using the technology easy. Using an
analogy from chemistry, we kept the activation energy of adoption as low as
possible. Thus, users can easily and readily realize the benefit of using grids – and
get the reaction going – creating a self-sustaining spread of grid usage throughout
the organization. This principle manifests itself in features such as “no recompilation“
for applications to be ported to a grid and support for mapping a grid to a local
operating system file system. Another variant of this concept is the motto “no play, no
pay“. The basic idea is that if you do not need a feature, e.g., encrypted data
streams, fault resilient files or strong access control, you should not have to pay the
overhead of using it.
Do no harm. To protect their objects and resources, grid users and sites will require
grid software to run with the lowest possible privileges.
Do not change host operating systems. Organizations will not permit their
machines to be used if their operating systems must be replaced. Our experience
with Mentat [8] indicates, though, that building a grid on top of host operating
systems is a viable approach. Furthermore, Legion must be able to run as a user
level process, and not require root access.

Overall, the application of these design principles at every level provides a unique,
consistent, and extensible framework upon which to create grid applications.
3.2

Globus
The philosophy underlying Globus can be found in the technical literature available
on Globus as well as several public pronouncements by key members of the design
team. In this section, we describe the Globus philosophy by providing a similar structure
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to the previous section, which described the Legion philosophy. Again, we will focus on
GT2, not GT3, which is under development at the time of writing. We will first discuss the
Globus requirements (using the same list as in Section 3.1) and then discuss Globus
principles. In this section, we will show that there are many differences between Legion
and Globus, both in the overall design principles and the emphasis and approach to
each of the requirements. The requirements are:
• Security. Security is an important facet of the Globus approach; both Legion and
Globus have recognized and agreed that there will be diverse security mechanisms
and policies in any grid. Globus addresses authentication and data integrity, but
intentionally does not define an authorization model. Instead, Globus explicitly defers
authorization to the underlying operating system.
• Global name space. Naming is a key philosophical difference between Legion and
Globus. The Globus approach is that a global name space is not a requirement for
grids; rather, the combination of local naming mechanisms (e.g., UNIX file system
and UNIX process IDs), URLs (for locating remote files), IP addresses/DNS (for
naming remote resources), and DNs (for humans) is sufficient. Location
transparency is not a goal.
• Fault tolerance. While both recognize that the “system” must be fault-tolerant, the
projects differ on the degree to which the grid infrastructure itself masks the
failures/errors. Globus focuses on low-level protocols for grid computing, arguing that
the creation of robust, core low-level protocols enables other projects to create
higher-level tools and protocols which will mask faults. Therefore, the Globus
approach is not necessarily to implement, but to facilitate, fault–tolerance.
• Accommodating heterogeneity. Both projects agree that accommodating
heterogeneity is a fundamental requirement.
• Binary management and application provisioning. This requirement is viewed as
a higher-level function, therefore not part of the Globus toolkit directly.
• Multi-language support. Both projects agree that multiple languages must be
supported.
• Scalability. While both projects recognize the need for scalability, the mechanisms
and/or focus of scalability differ significantly. Since Legion provides more high-level
services than Globus (such as a grid-enabled distributed file system, an integrated
grid scheduler for all grid activities, etc.), the Legion developers have had to directly
face the issues of scalability perhaps more often than the Globus developers. Since
the focus with the Globus toolkit has been “closer to the hardware”, in many ways the
scalability of Globus is a direct result of the scalability of the Internet. However,
clearly both projects believe that scalability is an important issue.
• Persistence. Persistence, much like scalability, is achieved in different ways in
Legion and Globus. Generally, the approach in Legion is that persistence in grids
requires grid-specific mechanisms, whereas persistence in Globus is largely
achieved through non-grid-specific means, such as inetd. When a Globus user “logs
onto” the grid, he realizes that he can access prior days’ data because he knows
where he left it, and he knows that “gridftpd” is available there.
• Extensibility. The toolkit approach explicitly allows for extensibility – as new
requirements are identified, new toolkit components can be created. Arguably, the
design of the toolkit itself is not for an individual user to be able to choose a particular
component in the toolkit and re-implement or customize it for the user’s individual
requirements. In Legion, every functionality is intentionally extensible through the
object-based design. In practice, this extensibility is achieved by means of operator
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overloading, inheritance, and (republishing) a new, open interface if the default
implementation is not sufficient.
Site autonomy. Both projects strongly agree on the need for strong site autonomy.
In fact, both projects have devoted a significant amount of time arguing that “being
part of a grid” does not mean that a user can execute anything they want on any site.
Rather, it is crucial that sites not have to give up any of their rights in order to
participate in a grid.
Complexity management. It is not clear to what extent Globus incorporates
complexity management as a fundamental requirement of the grid infrastructure. For
example, Globus users are expected to remember a lot more than Legion users, for
example, where their computations are currently executing, where their files are, etc.
In other words, if a Globus user cannot remember where certain files are, it is not
clear how she might find them. In contrast, a Legion user is presented a locationindependent, distributed file system abstraction, which is searchable. Although the
Legion user can find the physical location if she wants, we argue that the physical
location is not actually what the user wants anyway! Abstracting away the physical
location of a resource is part of complexity management.

Given that there are differences with regard to the focus and attainability of the
requirements, it is not surprising that the guiding principles are different for the Legion
project and the Globus project. From our interpretation, the philosophy of Globus is
based on the following principles:
• Provide a “toolkit” from which users can pick and choose. A set of architectural
principles is not necessary, because it ultimately restricts the development of
“independent solutions to independent problems.” Similarly, having all components
share some common mechanisms and protocols (perhaps above IP) restricts
individual development and the pick-and-choose deployment possibilities. By
contrast, the Legion developers believe that there is a core set of protocols that are
fundamental to most “grid services”; as such, most new components in Legion
should to some degree re-use the core protocols and functionality. This is perhaps
the single biggest difference in philosophies between the two projects.
• Focus on low-level functionality, thereby facilitating high-level tools (and
general usability). Globus is based on the principles of the “hourglass model”. In the
Globus architecture, the neck of the hourglass consists of the Resource and
Connectivity protocols. Since the lower-level protocols are so critical to the success
of the grid, the focus within the core Globus project itself is on these protocols. Other
projects can then build higher-level services, such as a File Replica Manager and
grid schedulers. In Legion, we believe that these higher-level functionalities are
absolutely critical for the usability of the grid, so we provide default implementations
(which can be replaced) of many of these higher-level functionalities.
• Use standards whenever possible for both interfaces and implementations.
The Globus developers have been very diligent in identifying candidate existing
software or protocols that might be appropriate for grid computing, albeit with some
necessary modifications. Key examples are a reliance on FTP for data movement,
PKI as an authentication infrastructure (and gssapi as an API for authentication),
OpenSSL for low-level cryptographic routines, and LDAP as the basis for information
services. In contrast, Legion uses existing standards whenever possible; however,
we have decided that certain standards such as gssapi are not necessarily
appropriate, either because of limited endorsement outside the grid community,
because their complexity was judged to be not worth the potential value, or because
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•

•

•

•

ultimately there was not a smooth fit (even with modifications) between the
interface/protocol and the unique, heterogeneous, dynamic nature of grids.
Emphasize the identification and definition of protocols and services first, and
APIs and SDKs next. The contribution of Globus, in some sense, is not the software
but rather the protocol: “A standards-based open architecture facilitates extensibility,
interoperability, portability, and code sharing; standard protocols make it easy to
define services that provide enhanced capabilities” [50]. Protocols are essential for
interoperability. In contrast, the Legion emphasis has been, arguably, on the
software itself – while we believe that the success of this approach is our ability to
deliver a highly-usable software product, historically we have not placed a strong
emphasis on direct interoperability with other grid approaches (this emphasis is
changing, particularly within Avaki).
Provide open-source community development. Recognizing the tremendous
impact of the open-source movement, particularly Linux, Globus has always strongly
endorsed an open-source community development for the Globus toolkit. Legion has
been open-source for much of its development; however, we have generally found
that in practice people would rather have deployable binary versions rather than
source code itself.
Provide immediate usefulness. Legion required a sophisticated, working “core
functionality” that would be utilized in many of the grid services. As such, it was very
difficult to deliver only pieces of a grid solution to the community, so we could not
provide immediate usefulness to the community without the entire product. In
contrast, Globus recognized that certain short-term problems (such as single signon) would largely be solved by a small number of software artifacts. The result was
that Globus provided immediate usefulness to the grid community. Other examples
of this kind of immediate usefulness include: for computation, focusing on highperformance application requirements; for data, focusing on replicated, large
datasets essentially accessible by FTP, downplaying the importance of non-local
access to "small" files; focusing on authentication instead of authorization; treating
“computation” differently from “data”, and promoting separate “computational grids”
and “data grids”.
Do NOT provide a “virtual machine” abstraction. Apparently the virtual machine
abstraction was considered in the early days of the Globus project. However, the
virtual machine abstraction was viewed as an inappropriate model, “inconsistent with
our primary goals of broad deployment and interoperability”.4 Additionally, the
“traditional transparencies are unobtainable” [50]. In contrast, in the Legion project,
the virtual machine is precisely what is needed to mask complexity in the
environment. This is a fundamental difference in approaches in the two projects.

Overall, while arguably the requirements are equivalent for both Legion and Globus, the
emphasis on these requirements within each project are quite different. More
importantly, the principles of each project as discussed in this section clearly indicate the
stark differences in how to best achieve the goals. In the next section, we provide more
details on how each project attempts to satisfy the requirements of grid computing.

4
This principle of NOT providing a virtual machine abstraction has been a consistent theme in the
design of Globus Toolkit 2 (GT2). In Globus Toolkit 3 (GT3), this theme has been discarded in favor of a
container model that is essentially a virtual machine.
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4

Architectural Details
As is obvious from the previous sections, Legion and Globus overlap significantly in
their goals. In fact, the overlap between these projects is far greater than the overlap
between either and any of the queuing systems or parallel systems mentioned in Section
2. The philosophical and architectural differences between Legion and Globus are
significant, as we discussed in Section 3. In this section we will contrast those
differences further by providing details on the implementation of each system.
4.1

Legion Architectural Details
Legion started out with the "top-down" premise that a strong architecture is
necessary to build an infrastructure of this scope. This architecture is based on
communicating services. These services are implemented as objects. An object is a
stateful component in a container process. Much of the initial design time spent in
Legion was in determining the underlying infrastructure and the set of core services over
which grid services could be built [1] [6] [9] [31]. Tasks involved in this design included:
 designing and implementing a three-level naming, binding, and communication
scheme. Naming is crucial in distributed systems and grids. The Legion scheme
includes human-readable names such as attributes and directory-based
pathnames to name objects – abstract names that do not include any location,
implementation, or “number” information and concrete object addresses,
 building a remote method invocation framework based on dataflow graphs,
 adding a security layer to every communication instance between any services,
 adding fault-tolerance layers, and
 adding layers for resource discovery through naming and adding mechanisms for
caching name bindings (examples of bindings being IP addresses and ports for
processes corresponding to services).
The designers of Legion have always believed that new services and tools must be
built on top of a well-defined architecture. Much of the later development in Legion has
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Figure 1. The Legion architecture viewed as a series of layers.

In Figure 1, we show a layered view of the Legion architecture. The bottom layer is
the local operating system – or execution environment layer. This corresponds to true
operating systems such as Linux, AIX, Windows 2000, etc. The bottom layer along with
parts of the layers above are also addressed by containers in hosting environments such
as J2EE. We depend on process management services, file system support, and interprocess communication services delivered by the bottom layer, e.g., UDP, TCP or
shared memory. Above the local operating services layer we build the Legion
communications layer. This layer is responsible for object naming and binding as well as
delivering sequenced arbitrarily-long messages from one object to another. Delivery is
accomplished regardless of the location of the two objects, object migration, or object
failure. For example, object A can communicate with object B even while object B is
migrating from Charlottesville to San Diego, or even if object B fails and subsequently
restarts. This is possible because of Legion’s three-level naming and binding scheme, in
particular the lower two levels.
The lower two levels consist of location-independent abstract names called LOIDs
(Legion Object IDentifiers) and object addresses specific to communication protocols,
e.g., an IP address and a port number. The binding between a LOID and an object
address can, and does, change over time. Indeed it is possible for there to be no binding
for a particular LOID at some times if, for example, the object is not running currently.
Maintaining the bindings at run-time in a scalable way is one of the most important
aspects of the Legion implementation [18].
Next is the security layer on the core object layers. The security layer implements the
Legion security model [2] [15] for authentication, access control, and data integrity (e.g.,
mutual authentication and encryption on the wire). The core object layer [17] [18] [25]
addresses method invocation, event processing (including exception and error
propagation on a per-object basis [26]), interface discovery and the management of
meta-data. Objects can have arbitrary meta-data, such as the load on a host object or
the parameters that were used to generate a particular data file.
Above the core object layer are the core services [18] that implement object instance
management (class managers) and abstract processing resources (hosts) and storage
resources (vaults). These are represented by base classes that can be extended to
provide different, or enhanced implementations. For example, the host class represents
processing resources. It has methods to start an object given a LOID, a persistent
storage address, and the LOID of an implementation to use, stop an object given a
LOID, kill an object, and so on. There are derived classes for UNIX and Windows called
UnixHost and NTHost that use UNIX processes and Windows spawn respectively. There
are also derived classes that interact with backend queuing systems, BatchQueueHost,
and that require the user to have a local account and run as that user, PCDHost [3] [15].
There are similar sets of derived types for vaults and class managers that implement
policies (for example replicated objects for fault-tolerance, or stateless objects for
performance and fault-tolerance [24] [26]) and interact with different resource classes.
Above these basic object management services are a whole collection of higher-level
system service types and enhancements to the base service classes. These include
classes for object replication for availability [26], message logging classes for accounting
or post-mortem debugging, firewall proxy servers for securely transiting firewalls,
enhanced schedulers [1], databases called collections that maintain information on the
attributes associated with objects (these are used extensively in scheduling), job proxy
managers that “wrap” legacy codes for remote execution [19] [23], and so on.
Finally, an application support layer contains user-centered tools for parallel and
high-throughput computing, data access and sharing, and system management.
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In the high-performance tool set there are tools to wrap legacy codes
(legion_register_program) and execute them remotely (legion_run) both singly and in
large sets (as in a parameter-space study [23]). Legion MPI tools support cross-platform,
cross-site execution of MPI programs [21], and BFS (Basic Fortran Support) [4] tools
wrap Fortran programs for running on a grid.
Legion’s integrated data grid support is focused on both extensibility and reducing
the burden on the programmer [28] [29] [32]. In terms of extensibility there is a basic file
type (basicfile) that supports the usual functions – read, write, stat, seek, etc. All other
file types are derived from this type. Thus, no matter the file type it can still be treated as
a basic file, and for example piped into tools that expect sequential files. There are 2D
files that support read/write operations on columns, rows, and rectangular patches of
data (both primitive types as well as “structs”). There are file types to support
unstructured sparse data, as well as parallel files where the file has been broken up and
decomposed across several different storage systems.
Data can either be copied into the grid, in which case Legion manages the data,
deciding where to place it, how many copies to generate for higer availability, and where
to place those copies. Alternatively, data can be “exported” into the grid. When a local
directory structure is exported into the grid it is mapped to a chosen path name in the
global name space (directory structure). For example, a user can map data/sequences
in his local Unix file system into /home/grimshaw /sequences using the legion_export_dir
command, legion_export_dir data/sequences /home/grimshaw/sequences. Subsequent
access from anywhere in the grid (whether read or write) are done directly against the
files in the user’s Unix file system (subject to access control of course.)
To simplify ease of use, the data grid can be accessed via a daemon that
implements the NFS protocol. Therefore, the entire Legion namespace, including files,
hosts, etc., can be mapped into local operating system file systems. Thus, shell scripts,
Perl scripts, and user applications can run unmodified on the Legion data grid. Futher,
the usual Unix commands such as “ls” work, as does the Windows browser.
Finally, there are the user portal and system management tools to add and remove
users, add and remove hosts, and join two separate Legion grids together to create a
grid of grids, etc. There is a web-based portal interface for access to Legion [22], as well
as a system status display tool that gathers information from system-wide meta data
collections and makes it available via a browser (see Figure 2 for a screen-shot).
The web-based portal (Figures 3-6) allows an alternative, graphical interface to
Legion. Using this interface, a user can submit an Amber job (a 3D molecular modeling
code) to NPACI-Net and not care where it executes at all. In Figure 4, we show the
portal view of the intermediate output, where the user can copy files out of the running
simulation, and in which a 3D molecular visualization plug-in called Chime is being used
to display the intermediate results.
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Figure 2. Legion system monitor running on NPACI-Net in 2000 with the “USA” site selected.
Clicking on a site opens a window for that site, with the individual resources listed. Sites can be composed
hierarchically. Those resources in turn can be selected, and then individual objects are listed. “POWER” is
a function of individual CPU clock rates and the number and type of CPUs. “AVAIL” is a function of CPU
power and current load; it is what is available for use.
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Figure 3. A job submission window for Amber using the Legion web portal.
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Figure 4. Updated application status from Legion and molecule status from Chime.

In Figure 5, we display the Legion job status tools. Using these tools the user can
determine the status of all of the jobs that they have started from the Legion portal – and
access their results as needed.
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Figure 5. Legion job status tools accessible via the web portal.

In Figure 6, we show the portal interface to the underlying Legion accounting system.
We believed from very early on that grids must have strong accounting or they will be
subject to the classic tragedy of the commons, in which everyone is willing to use grid
resources, yet no one is willing to provide them. Legion keeps track of who used which
resource (CPU, application, etc.), starting when, ending when, with what exit status, and
with how much resource consumption. The data is loaded into a relational DBMS and
various reports can be generated. (An LMU is a “Legion Monetary Unit”, it is one CPU
second normalized by the clock speed of the machine.)
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Figure 6. Legion accounting tool. Units are normalized CPU seconds. Displays can be organized by user,
machine, site or application.

4.2

Globus Architectural Details
Globus started out with the "bottom-up" premise that a grid must be constructed as a
set of tools developed from user requirements. This architecture is based on composing
tools from a kit. Consequently, much of the initial design time spent in Globus was in
determining the user requirements for which grid tools could be built. Tasks involved in
this design included building a resource manager to start jobs (assuming users had
procured beforehand accounts on all the machines on which they could possibly run), a
tool and API for transferring files from one machine to another (used for binary and data
transfer), tools for procuring credentials and certificates and a service for collecting
resource information about machines on a grid. The designers of Globus have always
believed that new services and tools must be added to the existing set in a manner that
the members of the new set can be composed in order for a user to get work done.
Much of the later development in Globus has been in terms of composing these tools in
order to achieve a specific goal.
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Figure 7. Globus toolkit circa 1997 (adapted from Foster and Kesselman [36])

In Figure 7, we show the early version (1997) of GT2 – the Globus toolkit, version 2
(adapted from Foster and Kesselman [45]). The communications module provides
network-aware communications messaging capabilities. The implementation of the
communications module in the Globus toolkit was called Nexus [42]. The resource
location and allocation module provides mechanisms for expressing application resource
requirements for identifying resources that meet these requirements, and for scheduling
resources after they have been located. The authentication module provides a means by
which to verify the identity of both humans and resources. In the Globus toolkit, the
GSS-API was utilized in an attempt to be agnostic of the actual underlying authentication
technique, be it Kerberos or SSL (PKI). The information service module provides a
uniform mechanism for obtaining real-time information about metasystem structure and
status. The implementation of this module in the Globus toolkit is called the
Metacomputing Directory Service (MDS) [41], which builds upon the data representation
and API of the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP). The data access module
is responsible for providing high-speed remote access to persistent storage such as
files. All of these modules lay on top of local OS services, as in Legion. Higher-level
services utilize the components of the toolkit. Such higher-level services include parallel
programming interfaces (e.g., MPICH/G2).
A more recent description of the Globus toolkit, reflecting the evolution of the
approach, is shown in Figure 8 (adapted from Foster, Kesselman and Tuecke [50]). At
the lowest layer is the Grid Fabric Layer, which provides the resources to which grid
protocols mediate access. The Globus developers consider this to be generally lower
than the components of the toolkit, with the exception of the Globus Architecture for
Reservation and Allocation (GARA). The connectivity layer defines the core
communication and authentication protocols required for grid-specific network
transactions. Included in this layer from the Globus toolkit is the Grid Security
Infrastructure (GSI) [46]. Above this layer is the Resource Layer, which defines protocols
for secure negotiation, initiation, monitoring, control, accounting, and payment of sharing
operations on individual resources. The Globus toolkit functionality at this level includes
a Grid Resource Information Protocol (GRIP), a resource information protocol; the Grid
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Figure 8. Globus toolkit circa 2001, in the context of the “Grid Protocol Architecture)
(adapted from Foster, Kesselman and Tuecke [45])

Resource Registration Protocol (GRRP), used to register resources with the Grid Index
Information Servers; the Grid Resource Access and Management (GRAM) protocol,
used to allocate and monitor resources; and GridFTP, which is used for data access.
The Collective Layer is used to coordinate access to multiple resources, which in terms
of the Globus Toolkit, refers to directory services MDS (supported by GRRP and GRIP).
Finally, grid applications are at the very top.
Overall, the benefits and risks of either approach – top-down versus bottom-up – to
software design are well-known. With respect to grids, a bottom-up approach tends to
result in early successes simply because the approach targets immediate user
requirements. However, a risk with this approach is that the infrastructure may not be
able to accommodate changing requirements. Another risk is that this approach may not
scale – as the number of tools or services increases, an increasing number of pairwise
protocols are necessary in order to ensure that the tools compose seamlessly. In
contrast, the risk with a top-down approach is that initial successes are hard to come by
because initially, the designers focus on building an infrastructure with little or no enduser capability. Another risk is that the infrastructure being built itself could be so
divergent from what users need that subsequent tools will not be useful. However, if the
infrastructure is designed well, it tends to be flexible and amenable to a variety of tools
and interfaces, all built over a common substrate. Moreover, the implementation of a
new service or tool tends to be quick since much of the complexity of the underlying
substrate is abstracted away.

5

Future Directions

Grid technology is becoming mature enough to move out from the indulgent
environment of academia into the demanding world of commercial usage. In a
commercial environment, non-technological concerns, such as standards acceptance,
support personnel, open sources and deployment model compete with the technological
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issues which we have discussed so far. Grids are large, infrastructure-style
deployments. Therefore, while much of the technological discussion of the last decade
or so have been valuable, it may now be time to focus on the non-technological issues
as well. In this section, we present the initial approach of Legion and Globus to
deployments and standards.
5.1

Future Directions in Legion
From the outset of the Legion project a “technology transfer” phase had been
envisioned in which the technology would be moved from academia to industry. We felt
strongly that grid software would move into mainstream business computing only with
commercially-supported software, help lines, customer support, services and
deployment teams. In 1999, Applied MetaComputing was founded to carry out the
technology transition of Legion. In 2001, Applied MetaComputing raised $16M in venture
capital and changed its name to AVAKI. The company acquired legal rights to Legion
from the University of Virginia and renamed Legion to “Avaki”. Avaki was released
commercially in September, 2001. Avaki is an extremely hardened, trimmed-down,
focused-on-commercial-requirements version of Legion. While the name has changed,
the core architecture and the principles on which it operates remain the same.
Many of the technological challenges faced by companies today can be viewed as
variants of the requirements of grid infrastructures. The components of a project or
product – data, applications, processing power and users – may be in distinct locations
from one another. Administrative controls set up by organizations to prevent
unauthorized accesses to resources hinder authorized accesses as well. Differences in
platforms, operating systems, tools, mechanisms for running jobs, data organizations,
etc. impose a heavy cognitive burden on users. Changes in resource usage policies and
security policies affect the day-to-day actions of users. Finally, large distances act as
barriers to the quick communication necessary for collaboration. Consequently, users
spend too much time on the procedures for accessing a resource and too little time
using the resource itself. These challenges lower productivity and hinder collaboration.
A successful technology is one that can transition smoothly from the comfort and
confines of academia to the demanding commercial environment. Several academic
projects are testament to the benefits of such transitions; often, the transition benefits
not just the user community but the quality of the product as well. We believe grid
infrastructures are ready to make such a transition. Legion had been tested in nonindustry environments from 1997 onwards during which time we had the opportunity to
test the basic model, scalability, security features, tools and development environment
rigorously. Further improvement required input from a more demanding community with
a vested interest in using the technology for their own benefit. The decision to
commercialize grids, in the form of the Avaki 2.x product and beyond was inevitable.
Despite changes to the technology enforced by the push to commercialization, the
basic technology in Avaki 2.x remains the same as Legion. All of the principles and
architectural features discussed earlier continue to form the basis of the commercial
product. As a result, the commercial product continues to meet the requirements
outlined in the introduction. These requirements follow naturally from the challenges
faced by commercial clients who attempt to access distributed, heterogeneous
resources in a secure manner.
Beyond commercialization of the Legion technology in Avaki, the Legion team is
focusing on issues of fault-tolerance (autonomic computing) and security policy
negotiation across organizations. This work is being done in the context of the Global
Grid Forum (GGF) open standards OGSI and OGSA.
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5.2

Future Directions in Globus
The earlier days of Globus were, like Legion, largely characterized as being focused
on interconnecting supercomputer centers across geographic boundaries more easily.
As such, the community being courted by Globus was largely DoE sites and NSF sites
(i.e., academic settings).
This situation began to change, at least by early 2001, when Globus began to seize
upon opportunities outside the national labs and academia. On August 2, 2001, IBM
made an announcement regarding their support the UK E-science effort, in which IBM's
first open support for the Globus project was announced. Later that year, at
Supercomputing 2001, the Globus project announced the equivalent of "strategic
partnerships" with 12 vendors (Compaq, Cray, SGI, Sun, Veridian, Fujitsu, Hitachi, NEC,
Entropia, IBM, Microsoft and Platform Computing).
On April 12, 2002, Globus 2.0 was officially announced (a "public beta" of Globus 2.0
was available as of Nov 15, 2001) Globus 2.0 is the basis for a number of Grid activities,
including the NSF Middleware Initiative (NMI), the EU DataGrid, and GriPhyN VDT.
The major development with regard to the future of the Globus toolkit occurred on
February 20, 2002, when the Globus Project and IBM announced the intention create a
new set of standards that would more closely integrate Grid computing with Web
services. This set of standards is called the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA).
This effort has since seen significant success, and is now community-based and homed
in the Global Grid Forum (see the next section for a more complete discussion). In
January 2003, at GlobusWorld 2003, the Globus project announced the beta of the first
version of the Globus toolkit, GT3, to be OGSI-compliant.

6

Relationship to Upcoming Standards

OGSI (Open Grid Services Infrastructure) Version 1.0 [83] and OGSA (Open Grid
Services Architecture) [51] are standards emerging from the GGF (Global Grid Forum).
These are the prevailing standards initiatives in grid computing, and will in our opinion,
define the future of Grid Computing.
OGSI extends web services via the definition of Grid Services. In OGSI, a grid
service is a web service that conforms to a particular set of conventions [76]. For
example, grid services are defined in terms of standard WSDL (Web Services
Description Language) [77] [78] [79] with some extensions, and exploits standard web
service binding technologies such as SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) [80] [81]
[82], WS-Security, etc. However, this set of conventions fundamentally sets grid services
apart from web services. Grid services introduce three fundamental differences:
 named service instances, and a two-level naming scheme that facilitates
traditional distributed systems transparencies,
 services have a minimum set of capabilities including discovery (reflection)
services; and
 explicitly-stateful services with lifetime management.
OGSI has been developed in the OGSI-WG (working group) in the GGF. The
specification emerged from the standards process in the second quarter of 2003. It was
submitted to the GGF Editor as a recommendation track document and is now
undergoing public comment. OGSI will be the basic interoperability layer (in terms of
RPC, discovery, etc.) for a rich set of higher-level services and capabilities that are
collectively known as OGSA, the Open Grid Services Architecture.
OGSA is being developed in the OGSA-WG of the GGF. The OGSA-WG is an
umbrella working group within the GGF. The OGSA-WG will ”spin off” working groups to
develop specialized service standards that, together, will realize a “meta-operating
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system” environment. The first of these working groups formed is the OGSA-Security
working group. Working groups on topics such as “resources” (hosts, storage, etc.),
scheduling, replication, logging, management interfaces, fault-tolerance, etc. are
anticipated.
The Legion authors enthusiastically support the OGSI effort. We support the OGSI/A
standards efforts of the GGF for two primary reasons, the congruence of the OGSA
architecture with the Legion architecture, and the importance of standards to users. The
OGSA architecture is highly congruent with both the existing Legion architecture and our
architectural vision for the future. This congruence is not surprising given that both
OGSA and Legion have the same objective: to create a “meta-operating system for the
grid. Our objective building and designing Legion was:
“to provide a solid, integrated, conceptual foundation on which to build
applications that unleash the potential of so many diverse resources. The
foundation must at least hide the underlying physical infrastructure from
users and from the vast majority of programmers, support access,
location, and fault transparency, enable inter-operability of components,
support construction of larger integrated components using existing
components, provide a secure environment for both resource owners and
users, and it must scale to millions of autonomous hosts.” [7]
This vision is the mantra of OGSA as well. The means to the end are similar in both
cases, and include the definition of base class services for basic building blocks of grids,
hosts, storage, security, usage polices, failure detection mechanism, and failure
recovery mechanisms and policies, e.g., replication services, and so on. The major
architectural difference is in the RPC mechanism. OGSA and OGSI are based on Web
Services standards (SOAP/XML, WSDL, etc.), standards that did not exist when Legion
was begun.
7

Summary
Legion and Globus are pioneering grid technologies. Both technologies share a
common vision of the scope and utility of grids. To an outsider, i.e., a person interested
in grids but not intimately familiar with either project, the differences between the two
projects is unclear. Indeed, over the years, the authors of this paper have had to explain
the differences several times in several settings ranging from conference talks to
informal dinner-table discussions. Doubtless, the architects of Globus have had similar
experiences. This paper is an attempt at explaining those differences clearly.
The objective of this paper is not to disparage one or the other project, rather to
contrast the architectural and philosophical differences between the two projects, and
thus educate the grid community about the choices available and the reasons they were
made along every step of the design. What is especially satisfying is the fact that both
these projects are now converging towards a common, best-of-breed architecture that is
certain to benefit designers and users of grid systems. Such a convergence would not
have been possible without the rivalry of earlier days.
Glossary
Term
GGF, Global
Grid Forum
OGSI

Definition
GGF is the standards organization for Grid computing. Members are
drawn from academia, the private sector, and government in the
Americas, Europe, and Asia-Pacific. www.ggf.org.
Open Grid Services Interface. A standard developed by GGF that uses
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OGSA
PBS
LSF
LoadLeveler
SGE
Codine
DCE
OMG
MPI
NOW
CORBA
GRAM
MPL
DNS
LDAP
URL
FTP
GSSAPI
PKI
SSL
OpenSSL
NFS
J2EE
Kerberos
IPC
TCP/UDP
MDS
MPICH
SOAP/XML
WSDL

web services (SOAP, WSDL, etc.) as its base.
Open Grid Services Architecture. OGSA is a general grid architecture
under development in GGF. Its first component, OGSI, has already been
approved.
Portable Batch System. A commercial load management system
available for free.
Load Sharing Facility. A commercial load management system available
from Platform Computing.
A load management system available from IBM.
Sun Grid Engine. A load management system available from Sun.
The load management system that became SGE,
Distributed Computing Environment. A standard developed by OMG for
distributed computing.
Object Management Group – a standards organization.
Message Passing Interface. The standard (supported by most vendors)
for inter-process communication on parallel computers. Often used in
distributed systems as well.
Networks of Workstations. A UC Berkeley project.
Common Object Request Broker Architecture. A standard for distributed
object systems developed by OMG.
Globus Resource Access and Management
Mentat Programming Language
Domain Name Service. A means of mapping domain names, e.g.,
cs.virginia.edu, to IP addresses.
Light-weight Directory Access Protocol.
Uniform Resource Locator
File Transfer Protocol
Generic Security Services Application Programming Interface. The
GSSAPI is a generic API for doing client-server authentication.
Public Key Infrastructure
Secure Socket Layer
An open implementation of SSL
Network File System. The standard for Unix developed by Sun.
Java 2, Enterprise Edition. The standard Java hosting environment,
developed by Sun.
A centralized authentication system developed at MIT.
Inter-process communication
Internet protocol transport layer protocols for reliable streams and
unreliable datagram’s respectively.
MetaComputing Directory Service. A Globus service that builds on LDAP.
An open implementation of the MPI standard developed at Argonne
National Lab.
Simple Object Access Protocol. The heart of the emerging web services
standards specifies how services invoke one another.
Web Services Description Language. A standard IDL (interface
description language) for specifying SOAP interfaces.
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